QCM D’ANGLAIS

Cochez la bonne réponse

1)

The Israelis and the Palestinians have been ………. war against each other for decades.
a) waging
b) running
c) doing
d) making

2)

Global warming has caused cracks ………. trucks to appear on the ice-caps of the Arctic.
a) size of
b) the size of
c) big as
d) bigger as

3)

We’re enjoying pleasant weather this week. Today is ………. the warmest day we’ve had
this year.
a) currently
b) presently
c) indeed
d) actually

4)

There has been an unexpected fall ………. the number of people looking for work since
the beginning of the year.
b) to
c) in
d) with
a) of

5)

The arsonist ………. the library on fire without caring for the books inside, some of
which were up to a hundred years old.
a) lit
b) put
c) set
d) made

6)

The factory workers, many of ………. earn less than a dollar a day, don’t have any social
security benefits.
a) which
b) whose
c) that
d) whom

7)

………. of the cost of the new hospital will be borne by the tax-payer.
a) Lot
b) Any
c) Much
d) Many

8)

America’s 47,000-mile highway system, ………. built in the 50s, is totally overloaded
today.
a) that were
b) which was
c) which were
d) who was

9) Critics of the French law preventing stores from opening on Sundays argue that it
contributes to the decline of the ……….
a) economists
b) economy
c) economics
d) economical
10) ………. financial services industry has a lot to answer for with regards to ………. credit
crunch in ………. Britain.
a) The/the/b) The/-/the
c) -/-/d) -/the/11) OPEC’s ………. of the world’s petrol production has dropped from 50% in the early 70s
to just over 40% today.
a) share
b) stock
c) part
d) portion
12) The de Trohanet family ………. wines to the New World ………. the U.S. Civil War.
a) exported/for
b) exported/since

c) has exported/for

d) has exported/since
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13) Sustainable development is growing and is even generating ………. in many poorer

regions of the world.
a) wellness

b) wealth

c) worth

14) The earthquake in Haiti left ………. people homeless.
c) many thousands
a) many thousands of b) thousands

d) well-off
d) thousand

15) There was ………. the purchase of broad-band connection to the internet in the nineties.

Today the majority of homes have fast and relatively cheap access.
b) a raise of
c) an increase of
a) a raise in
16) Thank you so much ………. me a hand.
b) to have given
a) in giving

c) to give

d) an increase in
d) for giving

17) ………. immigrants from the developing world, European immigrants come to the USA

with many advantages.
b) Unlike
a) Conversely

c) Opposite

d) Different

18) The murder of two British nationals ………. by Scotland Yard.
b) investigates
a) is being investigated

c) is investigating

d) is investigated

19) Certain farmers have been forced to replant entire fields in the ………. of one of the

worst hurricanes to hit the country.
a) back
b) wake

c) end

d) after

20) The interest rate will rise ………. 0.8%, taking the annual figure ………. 7.8%.
b) by/to
c) to/to
d) of/by
a) of/to
21) We rely ………. rail transport for our deliveries, so we could be affected by next week’s

strike.
a) for

b) to

c) on

d) of

22) The war in Iraq has caused by ………. the highest number of deaths in the British forces

since the second world war.
a) wide
b) large

c) much

d) far

23) If the economy continues to decline as it has done for the past number of years, quite

………. companies will go into liquidation.
b) a few

a) few

c) a lot

d) several

24) Although some European countries have had to be bailed out by the IMF, there is

………. for optimism for the group of 27.
a) room
b) space

c) place

d) growth

25) Managers have ………. time to deal with personal issues nowadays than in the past.
b) fewer
c) little
d) few
a) less
26) Mr Brandt is the major decision maker in this firm with 51% of the ……….
a) shares
b) shared
c) shareholders
d) share
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27) The aim of the survey is to establish ………. type of sport might help reduce heart

failure in the 40-60 age group.
a) the
b) which

c) that

d) whose

28) ………. authorities and Eurotunnel are trying to encourage ………. to use the channel

tunnel as a commuting option.
a) Briton; Britons
b) Britain; British

c) British; British

d) British; Britons

29) Scientists have ………. made huge progress in finding out what the causes of listeria are.
a) already
b) ever
c) still
d) yet
30) The temporary accommodation set up in Haiti caused ………. concern about illnesses,

especially among the very young.
a) spreading
b) long

c) widespread

d) large

st

31) Since the beginning of the 21 century the manufacturing industry ………. 22% of its

workforce.
a) laid off

b) lay off

c) has laid off

d) may lay off

32) During the national strikes across France last autumn, many petrol stations ………. out of

petrol and diesel within days.
a) branched
b) came

c) ran

d) dropped

33) I ………. working with a computer; I’ve just finished an internship with Google.
b) am used to
c) used
d) using to
a) used to
34) Her family founded a ………. firm in the fifties, which is still enjoying profit today and

selling goods across the EU.
b) mail-order
a) postal-order

c) mail-drop

35) It’s high time we went on a family holiday, ……….?
a) won’t we
b) shall we
c) is it

d) post-office
d) isn’t it

36) The business has existed for 25 years and has annual ………. of $200,000.
b) benefit
c) wage
d) sales
a) trade
37) Having left at 8 o’clock this morning, they ………. in Calais by now.
b) were arrived
a) have arrived
c) should arrive
d) should have arrived
38) They ………. the presentation until next week due to the inclement weather conditions.
b) put over
c) put off
d) turned off
a) took off
39) He’s got an awfully high opinion ………. himself since he won the scholarship to such a

prestigious university.
a) to
b) for

c) of

d) on

40) Advertisements for cigarettes are still allowed in Germany, ………. in Britain and

Ireland, where they are banned.
b) whereas
a) unlike

c) however
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d) although
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